CORE VALUES: Knowledge

PATTERN: Information seeking

I LIVE FOR: Trending news stories

I’M AT MY HAPPIEST: With a book in my hand

HABIT TO BREAK: Being a know it all

YOU MIGHT BE AN INTELLECTUAL IF: You can never have too much information

MY STYLE: Tailored, conservative, preppy. You love a neutral palette and button downs

BEAUTY PROFILE: Traditional, understated, appropriate. Facts and clinical results matter. You’re all about smart skincare and no-fuss, conservative beauty

KISSING STYLE: Dry, short, soft and on the lips

DREAM GETAWAY: A lecture

MY IDEA OF A GOOD TIME: A trip to the museum

WHICH INTELLECTUAL ARCHETYPE ARE YOU?

PHILOSOPHER Methodical in both thought and action

SCHOLAR/STUDENT Lively and curious wherever you go. Eternally loving to learn

GEEK True to themselves, and because of this, can be inspiring as friends who don’t judge

SCIENTIST As happy listening as talking, and always up for an intelligent conversation

SAGE A wise soul that imparts information acquired only with time and experience

CRONE The wise woman who hands down information to younger women on the path to womanhood.

SEEKER You are on a search for truth and wisdom wherever it can be found.

PHILOSOPHER You are on a pursuit to better understand the meaning of life.

THEOLOGIAN You are passionate about the study of a particular religion.

JUDGE You excel at mediation, arbitration and cutting through to the heart of the matter with compassion, fairness and balance.

INVENTOR You are a modern day alchemist that converts matter into energy or energy into matter.
intellectual + ARIES
THE SHARPSHOOTER: You have a quick, impressive mind.

intellectual + TAURUS
THE FUNCTIONAL MIND: You are grounded and focused.

intellectual + GEMINI
THE WITTY: You’re most at home in the world of ideas and language.

intellectual + CANCER
THE SENSITIVE MIND: Your heart guides your thoughts.

intellectual + LEO
THE STYLISTIC: You are charming and know how to work the crowd.

intellectual + VIRGO
THE PLANNER: You’re in the business of bringing order to chaos.

intellectual + LIBRA
THE DIPLOMAT: You love broad concepts that encourage conversation.

intellectual + SCORPIO
THE DETECTIVE: You’re curious, insightful, and fascinated with mysteries.

intellectual + SAGITTARIUS
THE VISIONARY: For you, the future is today and anything is possible.

intellectual + CAPRICORN
THE PLANNER: You are all about organization,

intellectual + AQUARIUS
THE UNUSUAL MIND: You are strong-minded and strong-willed.

intellectual + PISCES
THE MYSTICAL MIND: You possess keen insights into human nature.

THE PUNDITS
DONNA BRAZILE
KATIE COURIC
BRYANT GUMBEL
CHARLES KRAUTHAMMER
GAYLE KING
STEVE KROFT
SANJAY GUPTA
BILL MAHER
NORAH O’DONNELL
DIANE SAWYER
CHARLIE ROSE
GEORGE STEPHANOPoulos
GRETA VAN SUSTEREN
CHUCK TODD
GEORGE WILL

THE GENIUS’S
JOSEPH CAMPBELL
LEONARDO DA VINCI
ALBERT EINSTEIN
ISAAC NEWTON
PLATO
CARL SAGAN
CARL JUNG
NEIL DEGRASSE TYSON
BRANDS
GOOD: Warby Parker, J. Crew, Gap, Bobbi Brown, Old Navy, Peter Thomas Roth, Rue La La
BETTER: Anne Klein, Tahari, Theory, Brooks Brothers, Talbots, Splendid, Joie, Piperlime, Banana Republic, Madewell, Everlane, 6pm.com
BEST: Jill Sander, Calvin Klein, Belstaff, Prada, Paul Smith

MAGAZINES

NEW YORK TIMES BEST MOVIES
Documentaries, Woody Allen, Jane Eyre, The Hours, The Da Vinci Code, Blackfish, The English Patient, Empire of the Sun, The Great Debaters, Quiz Show, All The President’s Men, Searching for Bobby Fischer, Notes on a Scandal, The Last Station

NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLERS
All the classics by all the great novelists

TV SHOWS
PBS, CNN, History Channel, Discovery Channel, The Biography Channel, House, How to Get Away with Murder, CSI, TED Talks, The Blue Planet

MUSICAL TASTE
Jazz

BUCKET LIST
Davos World Economic Forum, Aspen Ideas Festivals, Women in the World

HOT TOPICS

WEBSITES
drudge.com, huffingtonpost.com
BEST JOB SITES:
linkedin.com, usajobs.com, newsscientistjobs.com, cia.gov

APPS
Threes!, Yahoo News Digest

FAVORITE PICKS:
DRINK: Old Fashioned
CANDY: Nerds, Necos, Hershey chocolate bar
DIET: Unprocessed, whole foods
EXERCISE: Eliptical
FLOWER: Pincushion Protea
VACATION: All university sponsored tours
STORE: Costco